Introduction
Advances in digital signal processing, wireless transmission and wireless multiple access techniques, together with the proliferation of cellular telephones and wireless data products, have generated growing interest among telecommunications researchers in Personal Communication Systems (PCS) [1] [2]. While most of the research activities in PCS have been in the area of voice communications, there is also an emerging interest in providing wireless data services. There are already products on the market to provide a wireless link between the end user's computer and a network access point, such as a gateway, to complete the connection t,o the remote host via a wide area network. From a networking point of view. replacing the last link with a wireless one introduces several *currently on leave at the Department of Information Engineering at the Chinese University of Hong Long design considerat,ions because wireless link may be less secure and less reliable. I n t.his paper we shall focus on t8he unreliability of the wireless link, and on the tracleoffs in a,lternate error recovery st,rategies to ensure clat.a integrit,y over a connection that, includes a wireless link.
While there are other physical transmission medium for wireless communication links, such as infrared, t,he most likely choice is radio. [3] Several factors contribute to the unreliability of radio links in the network. First, the radio frequency spectrum is a very valuable resource and the bandwidth allocated to PCS will always be limited. Second, the propagation environment causes reverberations, resulting in a large dynamic range in the received power. Finally, the transmitted power is limited because of interference and battery conservation considerations. Consequently, the bit error rate (BER) on radio link is typically higher than that of wired connections. The crit,-ical issues in data networking over wireless links is the transport-layer protocol performance in the presence of noisy links.
A transport protocol is responsible for end-to-end data integrity. A reliable, connection-oriented transport protocol will provide correct, in-sequence conimunications even over unreliable networks by detecting lost and duplicate packets and requesting retransmission of lost, packets. The data throughput performance of the transport protocol is ultimately what is seen by t,he application. I n t.urn, the performance of the t,ransport protocol depends on the service provided by t'he underlying network and link layers. The network is assumed to provide an unreliable service, in the nianner of IP, CLNP or frame relay networks, and that data int.egrity and reliability is the responsibility of the end-t,o-end transport protocol. The link layer, and the wireless link in pa.rt,icular, may provide either unrehble, best-effort. service or reliable delivery via retransmissions.
One mechanism used by t,ransport, prot,ocols t,o detect. packet, loss is based 011 acknowledgments and t,irners. All t,ransrnitt,ed data is acknowledged by the receiver, and a lost' packet is signaled by t,he espirat,ion of a t.imer at. t,he t'ransmit,ter before t,he acknowledgment. arrives. We call this end-to-end error recovery niechanisni transport-layer retransmissions (TLR). TCP[4] and TP4 are examples of transport prot.oco1s that operate in t,his manner.
The performance of T L R depends critically on the value of the ret,ransinission t.imeout, T, , , . The rRTo must be small enough to respond quickly t,o loss, but not so small as to allow the retransmission of dat.a that is only delayed in the net,work and not, lost. A key input, to the T, , , is the measured round-trip h i e , between the source and destinat,ion: clearly, we would like to have T, , , > TRTT to avoid unnecessary retransmissions. rRTT estimates are obtained from nieasurenieiits of the delay of acknowledgments at the transmitt,er.
A possible solution to t*he high BER on a wireless link is to add link-layer retransmission (LLR) to reduce the link error rate. For the transport. protocol, the reduction in link error rate from LLR comes at a cost. LLR increases the round-trip times and the variability in roundtrip times seen by a transmitter. Retransmissions at the link layer affect rRTT estimation and therefore can affect the performance of a transport protocol in non-trivial ways. Edge[5] compared two approaches to network interconnection: the end-bend approach (which we refer to as TLR) and the hop-by-hop approach (similar to the LLR approach). The performance metrics of interest were endb e n d delay and storage requirements at the network nodes. Biswas et d [ 6 ] investigated the performance of a multiple access protocol for an ATM-based pico-cellular radio LAN. The retransmission protocol is a simple timeout strategy, with a fixed r,,, and back-off. Bae et d [ 7 ] investigated both the TLR and LLR schemes in ATM environments. Their paper considers T L R and LLR as alternatives, but does not look at the interaction of the two schemes. Unlike the ATM environment, where the bit error rate is assumed to be small, we are interested in the high packet loss rates characteristic of the wireless en- 
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This paper looks at simple models of the performance of transport protocols, using analytic, numerical and simdataion t*echniques. The analysis allows a comparison of end-to-end performance with and without link-layer retransmission, to evaluate the hadeoffs. First we study how LLRs affect on round-t,rip time estimation. LLRs change the transport layer behavior by increasing the rRTT values seen a t the t,ransmitter. Section 4 presents some analytic results on t,he sensitivity of end-t,o-end throughput t.0 variability in delay, for the case of fixed T, , , . Section 5 looks specifically at t*he effect of variability in delay due to LLR on TCP's adaptive calculation of r,,, , both numerically and by simulat,ion. Second, the hansport prot30col may retransmit data t.hat, is clelayed, but ultimately delivered successfully by LLR. The duplicat,ed dat,a will be discarded by the receiver, ensuring reliable dat,a tmnsfer, but transmission ba.ndwidt.h on the link employing LLR will have been wasted.' This effect. is also discussed in Section 5. N0t .e t,liat., unlike t,he r,,, effect., the unnecessary ret*ransniissions a.ffect, all users of t,he link, not. just t.he one transmit,t.er and receiver. Therefore, in addhion to throughput,, we are hiderested performance measures t,hat, iiidicat,e wast,ed capacit,y on t*he wireless link, and in Sect,ion 5 we look at the number of link transmissions required t,o successfully deliver a packet, to t,he application.
Analytical Results for Static RTO
In this section, we investigate how the throughput is related to the packet loss probability and the distribution of the round trip delay. We have taken an analytical approach in order to gain insight into the relationships among the various system parameters. However, to keep the analysis from being intractable, we limit ourselves to the case of fixed rRTo settings.
For the static rRTO case, the throughput of the version of T C P under study in this paper-one-at-a-time selective repeat[8]-is bounded by the throughput of the go-back-N flow control protocol.' Therefore the starting point of our analysis is the familiar formula for the throughput of go-back-N [9]:
where c1 is the link capacity, p is tlhe probability of retransmission and rRTo is the retransmission timeout setting. We also make the usual assumptions about, statistical independence between packet loss and delay. We classify the two causes of retransmission due to RTO expiration into two types: due to packet loss and due to delay. Denoting the probabilities of the two types of retransmissions as pI and P d , we have
'This point,s out the importance of looking at end-to-end performance. At the link layer, both packets count as correct. transmissions, but. to the transport protocol, only one contributes t,o useful t,hroughput .
'TCP as usually implemented is not go-back-N, but. since only one segment can be recovered in as round-t,rip time, the per-connect,ion throughput is no bet,t,er.
LVIiile pi is relat,ed t.o t.he BER of t,he physical link," p d is the probability t.liat t.he actual rRTT is larger t.han T,,' ,. Lye refer to transmissions due to excess delay as spurious rrt,ransmissions. pd is a function of rRTO> and can be computed froin the probabilit,y dist,rihut,ion funct~ion of a rantloni variable which corresponds to t,he difference, between the round trip delay and t hr transmission titine ofone packet at. link capacity, ~( 1 ) = Pr(rRTT -it; < t ) :
T F r o -ii \Ye shall take the iiieaii of (tic rantloni delay as 7 1 1 a n d denote the variance as n j . 
( r R T O )
is a n~onot,onically increasing function, and t.he throughput approaches t,he maximum value of one for rRTO -Cx'. When both types of retransniission are present, the optinial setting for rRTO will be soniewhere bet,weeii 1 and x.
From E:yuat.ion 3, it is easy t,o see that the throughput depends 011 nf and on t,he tail of P ( t ) . To illustrate the effect of these t,wo attributes, we consider t,liree representat.ive probabilit,y density fuiict,ions, for the case 177 = 5.
Gaussian Delay Distribution
The Gaussian distribution has been used t,o model t.he delay experienced by packets traversing " d i p l e swikhes where there are queueing delays. When the number of t,he switches en route is large, the total delay can be approximated by the Gaussian distribution. This distribution falls off very rapidly, as e -t 2 . If the packet, goes t,hrough N swit,ching nodes, each wit.li identical delay dist,ribution, then both the end-to-end delay mean and variance will grow linearly with M , so that the iiornialized standard and Ud = i.
Exponential Delay Distribution
The exponential distributioii falls off slower than the Gaussian one, as e -t . An M/.Al/l queue has such a distribution for the delay, so it is a good model for the case the packet, only goes through one swit'ching node. For the case of exponent,ial delays. we have Figure 2 shows the dependence of the throughput on rRTT and on P I , the packet loss probahilit,y< for the exponent.ial delay distribution.
Hyperexponential Delay Distribution
The hyperexponential dist~ribution has even higher variability in delay, and is a good model for the case of link level ret,ransniissioii, which will result. in the end-to-end delay having a large variance. For t.he case of hyperexponential delays. we have P(1) 1 -Q I E -l C l * -a g € -J ' z t 2 and 3 show that, for all the delay distributions, as pl increases, the optimal value of rRTo decreases, as timely recovery from loss begins t o dominate over spurious retransmission. For the same loss rate and mean delay, increased variability in delay decreases the throughput of the transport protocol at the optimal value of rRTO. Further, for a given mean delay the optimal value of rRTo shifts to larger values as the delay variability increases.
TCP Performance with Link-Layer Retransmissions
To investigate the behavior of a transport protocol in the presence of link-layer retransmissions, we consider a simple transport connection over two links (Figure 4) . Pr(v = n) = p:-'(l -pa), n = 1 , 2 , . . ..
(13)
We look at the effects of retransmission on TCP's calculation of rRT0 in Section 5.2.
TCP
The importance of the rRTT and rRTO are recognized for TCP [12] , and clever methods have arisen to estimate the rRTT and to calculate the rRTO based on rRTT estimates[l3][14]. The T C P specification [4] proposed an exponentially weighed-moving average for the rRTT. Each end-to-end acknowledgment produces a measurement of the round-trip time, ri, and the estimate of rRTT used in calculating rRTO is: Karn's algorithm[l4] modifies Equation 16 to eliminate the effects of "ambiguous" rRTT measurements due to retransmitted packets. A measurement for a retransmitted packet is ambiguous since the acknowledgment carries no information on which transmitted packet is being acknowledged. A conservative assumption is to measure r, from the first transmission, but this inflates the T~~~, which reduces performance. Simply ignoring estimates from retransmitted packets is not an adequate solution since the rRTT and rRTo estimates will grow worse at the worst possible time: when congestion in the network is causing packet losses. Karn's algorithm avoids this difficulty by, in addition to ignoring rRTT measurements from retransmitted packets, using the value of the rRTo for the retransmitted packet (after backoff) as the rHro for the next packet to be transmitted. The "backed off" rRT, will continue to be used until a acknowledgment is .received for a packet transmitted exactly once. Then the T~~~ is updated with the new, unambiguous sample and the T~~~ from Equation 16 is used for subsequent packets.
Behavior of rRTT and T~~~ estimates
Before we show the throughput results for dynamic T R T O from our simulation, we investigate the behavior of
T R T T and T R T O in the presence of LLR.
Equations 14 and 15 can be rearranged, using Equation 12, to give:
R T i --~R T T " ) = (L.( (vira + r b -~R T T '~'~ -~R T T '~) )
(17) Note that in Equation 17, r, only enters in the combination v~T~; that is, it only scales the contribution of the stochastic term. It does not change the equilibrium dynamics of the system. We are not. investigating the The strategy for adjusting the rRTo for packets transmitted after expiry.
The simplest approach is to measure rRTT from the first transmission, and leave the rRT0 for subsequent packets unmodified after detecting loss. This has well-known problems(l4]. Karn's algorithm, discussed in Section 5.1, addresses these problems, but complicates the interpretation of the rRTo. According to the Host Requirements[12], on expiratioti of the timer, the packet's rRr0 is backed off. In this section we ignore the possibility of multiple TLRs for the same packet. We use binary exponential backoff when implementing t,he Karn correction to assign a rRTV to packets transmitted after an expiry.
Determining the end-to-end performance requires calculation of the r R T O I which again is a random sequence { T~~~(~) )~ calculated according to Equation 16. The ith packet will be retransmit.ted if the packet's T~~~ is greater than the value of the rRTo at the time the packet was sent.
We count a spurious retransmission whenever
where w is the window size, in packets Figure 5 shows a typical sample path for the roundtrip times, according to Equation 12, along with the estimate of rRro calculated using estimates of T~~ measured froin the first transmission (witliout the Iiarn correct ion). Whenever the sample exceeds r,,,, a spurious end-to-end retransmission is generated for a packet that was retransniitted on the noisy link. As a measure of the effect of LLR on the usable capacity of the noisy link, consider Figure 6 , which shows the fraction of packets retransmitted on the link that are also retransmitted end-to-end. The solid line is for roundtrip times calculated from the first transmission, antl the dashed line includes the Karn correction, discussed in the test. At low loss rates, almost all packets retransmitted on t.he link are retransmitted end-to-end as well. The excess traffic generated by the redundant retransinissions represents wasted capacity on the link.
Simulation Results
We developed simulation models using &+, a simulation tool developed at AT&T Bell Laboratories[l5]. lising simulation, we can model a more realist,ic transport protocol, and we can evaluate the syst,em perforniance under a variety of conditions: round-trip t,iine variahility. different link capacities on the wired and wireless links, cross traffic effects, etc.. We are also interestmecl in the role of different transport,-layer mechanisms. such as dynamic window sizes and slow start,, t,hat are part of t,he TCP approach t,o congestion cont,rol. The simulat,ion esperiinents help us to identify t.he packet, loss rate range where t,lie LLR is useful t80 a single T C P connection and eva1uat.e t,he cost, of using the LLR in t,erms of addit~ional load on t.he wireless link. Figure 7 shows a Q+ model used in the siniulat~ion st,ndy of t.he t.wo-link end-to-end path described above. The transmitt,er uses timer-based retransmissions for endto-end error recovery, calculat,ing KrT and RTO according to Equations 14-16. We use the Karn correct.ion t,o calculate rRTo when a timeout, occurs. For the link layer retransmissions, we a s s u i n~~ t,hat. the t,ransniitt,er at t.he wireless link uses a st,op-aiid-wait protocol, where negative acknowledgment is usecl as an indicat,ion of a packet loss.
We assume furt,her t,hat the t,ransmit,ter host. always has packets ready to transniit. We also assume that all losses are due to independent, errors. and errors only occur on the wireless link. The performance measures that we are interest,ed in are: ( i ) the application t,hroughput, defined as the rat,e at which t,he transport, protocol delivers packeh to t,lie applicat,ion layer. (ii) t,he link cost, defined as t,he ratio of t,he number of packets t,ransinitted on t,he wireless link to t,he number of packets received by the applicat,ion.
As a simple case, coiisitler a transport, protocol with fixed window size and adapt.ive tiiiieoiit calcula.tion. We use a window size of 5 packet,s. Figure 8 shows t.he application t.hroiighput, as a function of packet, error rate for det,er~iiinist~ic link delays and a slow wireless link. For packet. loss rat,es of less than 1270, t,he t.hroughput of a syst,eni wit.11 TLR only is higher than the t.liroughput. of a system with both TLR antl LLR. For t,he same mean link delays hiit, an esponent~ial tlrlay dist.rihiit,ion on t.he wire- less link, the t,hrougliput of TLR only is higher for packet, error rates of less than 10%). Figure 9 shows the plot for the cost of of having LLR (i.e. t,he plot of the ratio of t,otal wireless link transmissions to total received) again for deterininist,ic link delays and a slow wireless link. The figure shows that, at 10% packet loss, while t.he end-toend throughput. is about the same, each successful packet. reception requires about 1.12 link transmissions when using T L R only, and 1.31 when using both LLR and TLR. Figure 9 : Nuniber of link transmissions per successful end-to-end t ransniissions Next. u e compare the results we get rvith fixed window w i t h another version of the model wherebj we use a dynaniic mindow inechani~ni i n the encl/end protocol, niodeled after TC'P The tl>naniic 1 1 itidow mechanism starts from a windorv s17e of one ancl ~iicretiients the window size upon receiving a positive acknowledgment, up to t,he niasimum window size (chosen t,o be 5, just. as in t.lie fixed window experiments). The window size shrinks to one upon the expiration of the timer, similar to TCF"s slow-start, behavior. Figure 10 shows the t,hroughput resu1t.s wit.11 dynaniic windows, for the same system parameters as Figure 8 . The comparison of TLR alone to TLR with LLR is not very different than in Figure 8 , but dynamic windows further reduce the throughput due to losses and timeouts.
Conclusions
Link layer retransmission has been proposed as one way to improve t,he error rate performance of the radio link in a wide area net.work. This paper points out some of the complexities in tlie interaction of multiple levels of protocols. We have intentionally focused on TC'P as an example of a t,ransport, prot'ocol because of its wide deployment over a variety of networks and its use t.o support a wide variet.y of applicat,ions, from simple terminal sessions to graphical t,erniinal to electronic inail and file transfer. \.Ve expect t,he performance in supporting esisting TCP hosts an import.ant. measure of any new networking t,echnologies, particularly the emerging wireless net,works.
Our result>s point out, some of t,he complicated int.era~t~iotis hetwen erid-t,o-end transport, prot,ocols and linklevel prot,ocols. \ \ , . e show how, for fixed rRT0. increastd variability i l l delay decreases tlie throughput. of t,he transport protocol at the optimal value of r,,,.
For adaptive rRT,iii t,he nianiier of TC'P, we show how spurious TLKs reduce t,he usa.ble capacity of a link that does LLR.
